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Abstract— Data mining is gaining popularity in disparate research fields due to its boundless applications and
approaches to mine the data in an appropriate manner. Owing to the changes, the current world acquiring, it is
one of the optimal approach for approximating the nearby future consequences. Along with advanced researches in
healthcare monstrous of data are available, but the main difficulty is how to cultivate the existing information into a
useful practices. To unfold this hurdle the concept of data mining is the best suited. Data mining have a great
potential to enable healthcare systems to use data more efficiently and effectively. Hence, it improves care and
reduces costs. This paper reviews various Data Mining techniques such as classification, clustering, association,
regression in health domain. It also highlights applications, challenges and future work of Data Mining in healthcare.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the early 1970‘s, it was very costly to store the data or information. But due to the advancement in the
field of information gathering tools and WWW in the last twenty-five years, we have seen huge amount of information
or data are available in electronic format. To store such a large amount of data or information the sizes of databases are
increased very rapidly. Such type of databases consist very useful information. This information may be very
useful for decision making process in any field. It becomes possible with the help of data mining or Knowledge
Discovery in Databases (KDD). Data mining is the process of extracting the useful information from a large
collection of data which was previously unknown [1]. A number of relationships are hidden among such a large
collection of data for example a relationship between patient data and their number of days of stay [2]. With the help of
figure 1 five stages are identified in knowledge discovery process [3, 4, and 5]. With the help of raw data the first stage
starts and ends with extracted knowledge which was captured as a result of following stages as shown in figure 1:
Selection
The data is selected according to some criteria in this stage. For example, a bicycle owns by all those
people, we can determine subsets of data in this way.
Preprocessing
This stage removes that information which is not necessary for example while doing pregnancy test it is not
necessary to note the sex of a patient. It is also known as data cleansing stage.
Transformation
This stage transformed only those data which are useful in a particular research
related to a particular demography is useful in market research.

for example only data

Data mining
Data mining is a stage knowledge discovery process. This stage is useful for extracting the meaningful
patterns from data.
Interpretation and evaluation
The meaningful patterns which the system identified are interpreted into knowledge in this stage. This
knowledge may be then useful for making useful decisions.
1.1 Essential of Data Mining in Healthcare
Generally all the healthcare organizations across the world stored the healthcare data in electronic format.
Healthcare data mainly contains all the information regarding patients as well as the parties involved in healthcare
industries. The storage of such type of data is increased at a very rapidly rate. Due to continuous increasing the size of
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electronic healthcare data a type of complexity is exist in it. In other words, we can say that healthcare data becomes
very complex. By using the traditional methods it becomes very difficult in order to extract the meaningful
information from it. But due to advancement in field of statistics, mathematics and very other disciplines it is now
possible to extract the meaningful patterns from it. Data mining is beneficial in such a situation where large collections
of healthcare data are available.

Figure 1: Stages of Knowledge Discovery Process
Data Mining mainly extracts the meaningful patterns which were previously not known. These patterns can be
then integrated into the knowledge and with the help of this knowledge essential decisions can becomes possible.
A number of benefits are provided by the data mining. Some of them are as follows: it plays a very important role
in the detection of fraud and abuse, provides better medical treatments at reasonable price, detection of diseases at early
stages, intelligent healthcare decision support systems etc. Data mining techniques are very useful in healthcare
domain. They provide better medical services to the patients and helps to the healthcare organizations in various
medical management decisions. Some of the services provided by the data mining techniques in healthcare are: number
of days of stay in a hospital, ranking of hospitals, better effective treatments, fraud insurance claims by patients as well
as by providers, readmission of patients, identifies better treatments methods for a particular group of patients,
construction of effective drug recommendation systems, etc [2]. Due to all these reasons researchers are greatly
influenced by the capabilities of data mining. In the healthcare field researchers widely used the data mining techniques.
There are various techniques of data mining. Some of them are classification, clustering, regression, etc. Each and
every medical information related to patient as well as to healthcare organizations is useful. With the help of such a
powerful tool known as data mining plays a very important role in healthcare industry. Recently researchers uses
data mining tools in distributed medical environment in order to provide better medical services to a large proportion of
population at a very low cost, better customer relationship management, better management of healthcare resources,
etc. It provides meaningful information in the field of healthcare which may be then useful for management to take
decisions such as estimation of medical staff, decision regarding health insurance policy, selection of treatments,
disease prediction etc., [6-9]. Dealing with the issues and challenges of data mining in healthcare [10, 11]. In order
to predict the various diseases effective analysis of data mining is used [12-21]. Proposed a data mining
methodology in order to improve the result [22-24] and proposed new data mining methodology [25, 26] and
proposed framework in order to improved the healthcare system [27-31].
II. DATA MINING METHODOLOGIES
2.1 Types of Classification
Classification is one of the most popularly used methods of Data Mining in Healthcare sector. It divides data
samples into target classes. The classification technique predicts the target class for each data points. With the help
of classification approach a risk factor can be associated to patients by analyzing their patterns of diseases. It is a
supervised learning approach having known class categories. Binary and multilevel are the two methods of
classification. In binary classification, only two possible classes such as, ―high‖ or ―low‖ risk patient may be
considered while the multiclass approach has more than two targets for example, ―high‖, ―medium‖ and ―low‖ risk
patient. Data set is partitioned as training and testing dataset. It consists of predicting a certain outcome based on a given
input. Training set is the algorithm which consists of a set of attributes in order to predict the outcome. In order to
predict the outcome it attempts to discover the relationship between attributes. Goal or prediction is its
outcome. There is another algorithm known as prediction set. It consists of same set of attributes as that of training set.
But in prediction set, prediction attribute is yet to be known. In order to process the prediction it mainly analyses
the input. The term which defines how ―good‖ the algorithm is its accuracy. Consider a medical database of Pawti
Medical Center, training set consists all the information regarding patient which were recorded previously. Whether a
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patient had a heart problem or not is the prediction attribute there. With the help of table 1 given below we demonstrates
the training sets of such database.
Table 1 – Training And Prediction Sets For Pawti Medical Database
Training Set
Age

Heart rate

Blood
pressure

Heart
problem

45

75

140/64

Yes

28

85

101/60

No

38

62

105/55

No

Age

Prediction Set
Heart rate
Blood
pressure

Heart
problem

33

89

142/82

?

45

52

102/56

?

87

83

138/61

?

In order to disembosom the knowledge, classification predicts rules. Prediction rules are divulged in the form of
IF-THEN rules. With the help of above example, a rule predicting the first row in the training set may be represented as
follows:
IF (Age=45 AND Heart rate>75) OR (Age>44 AND Blood pressure>139/60) THEN Heart problem=yes
Following are the various classification algorithms used in healthcare:
2.1.1 K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN)Classification
K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) classifier is one of the simplest classifier that discovers the unidentified data point
using the previously known data points (nearest neighbor) and classified data points according to the voting
system [6]. Consider there are various objects. It would be beneficial for us if we know the characteristics features of
one of the objects in order to predict it for its nearest neighbors because nearest neighbor objects have similar
characteristics. The majority votes of K-NN can play a very important role in order to classify any new instance, where k
is any positive integer (small number). It is one of the most simple data mining techniques. It is mainly known
as Memory-based classification because at run time training examples must always be in memory [32]. Euclidean
distance is calculated when we take the difference between the attributes in case of continuous attributes. But it suffers
from a very serious problem when large values bear down the smaller ones. Continuous attributes must be normalized
in order to take over this major problem so that they have same influence on the distance measure between distances
[33].
K-NN has a number of applications in different areas such as health datasets, image field, cluster analysis,
pattern recognition, online marketing etc. There are various advantages of KNN classifiers. These are: ease,
efficacy, intuitiveness and competitive classification performance in many domains. If the training data is large then it is
effective and it is robust to noisy training data. A main disadvantage of KNN classifiers is the large memory requirement
needed to store the whole sample. If there is a big sample then its response time on a sequential computer will also large.
2.1.2 Decision Tree (DT)
DT is considered to be one of the most popular approaches for representing classifier. We can construct a
decision tree by using available data which can deal with the problems related to various research areas. It is equivalent
to the flowchart in which every non-leaf nodes denotes a test on a particular attribute and every branch denotes an
outcome of that test and every leaf node have a class label. Root node is the top most node of a decision tree. For
example, with the help of medical readmission decision tree we can decide whether a particular patient requires
readmission or not. Knowledge of domain is not required for building decision regarding any problem. The most
common use of Decision Tree is in operations research analysis for calculating conditional probabilities [34]. Using
Decision Tree, decision makers can choose best alternative and traversal from root to leaf indicates unique
class separation based on maximum information gain [35]. Decision Tree is widely used by many
researchers in healthcare field. Several advantages of decision tree as follows: Decision trees are self–explanatory
and when compacted they are also easy to follow. Even set of rules can also be constructed with the help of decision
trees. Hence, representation of decision tree plays a very important role in order to represent any discrete-value
classifier because it can be capable to handle both type of attributes, nominal as well as numeric input attributes. If any
datasets have missing or erroneous values, such type of datasets can be easily handled by decision trees. Due to this
reason decision tree can be considered to be nonparametric method. The meaning of above sentence is that there
is no need to make assumptions regarding distribution of space and structure of classifier. Decision trees have several
disadvantages. These are as follows: Most of the algorithms (like ID3 and C4.5) require that the target attributes have
only discrete values because decision trees use the divide and conquer method. If there are more complex interactions
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among attributes exist then performance of decision trees is low. Their performance is better only when there exist a few
highly relevant attributes. One of the reasons for this is that other classifiers can compactly describe a classifier that
would be very challenging to represent using a decision tree. A simple illustration of this phenomenon is replication
problem of decision trees [36], and the greedy characteristic of decision trees leads to another disadvantage. This is
its over-sensitivity to the training set, irreverent attributes and to noise [37].
2.1.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM) Available Algorithms
Vapnik et al. [38- 39] was the first one who gave the notion of SVM. Among all the available algorithms it
provides very accurate results. It is gaining popularity because it can be easily extended to problems related to
multiclass though it was mainly developed for problems related to binary classification [40-41]. In order to be useful
for various effective and efficient tasks it is capable of creating single as well as multiple hyper planes in high
dimensional space. The main aim of creating hyper plane by SVM in order to separate the data points. There are two
ways of implementing SVM. The first technique employs mathematical programming and second technique involves
kernel functions. With the help of training datasets non linear functions can be easily mapped to high dimensional space.
Such situation can only be possible when we use kernel functions. Gaussian, polynomial, sigmoid etc. are some
examples of kernel functions. For the classification of data points hyper plane is used. The primary task of hyper plane
is to maximize the separation between data points. Support vectors are used in order to construct the hyper plane.
There are various advantages of SVM. Some of them as follow: First one is that, it is effective in high dimensional
spaces. Another one is that, it is effective in cases where number of dimensions is greater than the number of samples.
Third one is that, it is memory efficient because it uses a subset of training points in the decision function (called support
vectors), and next is that, it is versatile because different kernel functions can be specified for the decision function.
Some of the disadvantages of SVM as follow: First one is that, if the number of features is much greater than number of
samples then SVM is more likely to give poor performances, and the another one is that, it does not directly provide
probability estimates. These are calculated using an expansive five –fold cross-validation.
2.1.4 Neural Network (NN) Support (SVM)
In the early 20th century it was developed [42]. Before the introduction of decision trees and the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) it was regarded as the best classification algorithm [43]. This was one of the reasons which
encouraged NN as the most widely used classification algorithm in various biomedicine and healthcare fields [44, 45,
46]. For example, NN has been widely used as the algorithm supporting the diagnosis of diseases including cancers
[47-51] and predict outcomes [52-54]. In NN, basic elements are neurons or nodes. These neurons are
interconnected and within the network they worked together in parallel in order to produce the output functions.
From existing observations they are capable to produce new observations even in those situations where some
neurons or nodes within the network fails or go down due to their capability of working in parallel. An activation
number is associated to each neuron and a weight is assigned to each edge within a neural network. In order to perform
the tasks of classification and pattern recognition neural network is mainly used [55].
The basic property of an NN is that it can minimize the error by adjusting its weight and by making changes
in its structure. It minimizes the error only due to its adaptive nature. NN are capable to produce predictions of
greater accuracy. One of the major advantages of NN is that it can properly handle noisy data for training and can
reasonably classify new types of data that is different from training data. There are also various disadvantages of
NN. First is that it requires many parameters, including the optimum number of hidden layer nodes that are empirically
determined, and its classification performance is very sensitive to the parameters selected [56]. Second is that its
training or learning process is very slow and computationally very expensive. Another is that they do not provide
any internal details regarding to that phenomena which is currently under investigation. Hence, this approach is
like a ―black-box‖ approach for us.
2.1.5 Bayesian Methods Statistics Plays Role
For probabilistic learning method Bayesian classification is used. With the help of classification algorithm we
can easily obtained it [6]. Bayes theorem of statistics plays a very important role in it. While in medical domain
attributes such as patient symptoms and their health state are correlated with each other but Naïve Bayes Classifier
assumes that all attributes are independent with each other. This is the major disadvantage with Naïve Bayes Classifier. If
attributes are independent with each other then Naïve Bayesian classifier has shown great performance in terms of
accuracy. In healthcare field they play very important roles. Hence, researchers across the world used them there are
various advantages of BBN. One of them is that it helps to makes computation process very easy. Another one is that for
huge datasets it has better speed and accuracy.
2.2 Regression & Correlates
Regression is very important technique of data mining. With the help of it, we can easily identify those
functions that are useful in order to demonstrates the correlation among different various variables. It is mainly a
mathematical tool. With the help of training dataset we can easily construct it. Consider two variables ‗P‘ and ‗Q‘. These
two types of variables are mainly used in the field of statistics. One of them is known as dependent and another one is
independent variables. The maximum number of dependent variables cannot be more than one while independent can
be exceeds one. Regression is mostly used in order to inspect the certain relationship between variables. With the help of
regression technique we can easily entrenched the addiction of one variable upon others [35]. Regression can be
classified into linear and non-linear on the basis of certain count of independent variables. In order to appraisal
associations between two types of variables in which one is dependent variable and another one is independent variables
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(one or more), linear regression used. In order to construct the linear model, linear function is utilized by linear
regression. But there is limitation while we use linear approach because both types of variables are known already and
hence, its main purpose is to trace a line that correlates between both these variables [46]. We cannot use linear
regression for categorized data. It is restricted only to numerical data. With the help of logistic regression the categorical
data can be used. Such type of data is used by non-linear regression and logistic regression is basically a type of
non-linear regression. Logistic regression with the help of logit function can predict the probability of occurrence.
However, between variables logistic regression cannot consider linear relationship [47]. Due to all these reasons
regression is widely used in medical field for predicting the diseases or survivability of a patient.
Regression Illution in Healthcare
Divya et al., proposed Weighted Support Vector Regression (WSVR) which used weight factor on the
basis of sensor reading for providing continuous monitoring to patients in order to provide them better healthcare
services. In this research, on the basis of experimental result, it has been found that the proposed approach had better
accuracy than simple vector regression [58].
Logistic regression for the estimation of relative risk for various medical conditions such as Diabetes, Angina,
stroke etc [59].
Xie et al., proposed a regression decision tree algorithm in order to predict the number of hospitalization days in
a population. Proposed algorithm was developed using extensive health insurance claims data sets. Experimental
results displayed that proposed algorithm was performed significantly in general population as well as in subpopulations in order to predict future hospitalization 60].
Alapont et al., used WEKA for different learning methods like LinearRegression, LeastMedSq, SMOreg,
Multilayer Percepton, KStart, Tree M5P etc. In the research, experiments were carried out using 10-fold cross validation.
After experiments were carried out, it has been found that LinearRegression and Tree M5P gave best results for the
effective utilization of hospital resources, improved hospital ranking and better customer relationship services [61].
2.3 Clustering Dependent & Independent
Clustering is defined as unsupervised learning that occurs by observing only independent variables while
supervised learning analyzing both independent and dependent variables. It is different from classification which is
a supervised learning method. It has no predefined classes. Because of this reason, clustering may be best used for
studies of an exploratory nature, mainly if those studies encompass large amount of data, but not very much known
about data (such as mass of data generated by microarray analysis). The goal of clustering is descriptive while goal of
classification is predictive (Veyssieres and Plant, 1998). The main task of unsupervised learning method means
clustering method is to form the clusters from large database on the basis of similarity measure [6]. The goal of
clustering is to discover a new set of categories, the new groups are of interest in themselves, and their assessment is
intrinsic. In classification tasks, an important part of the assessment is extrinsic. Clustering partitioned the data
points based on the similarity measure [6]. Clustering groups data instances into subsets in such a manner that similar
instances are grouped together, while different instances belongs to different groups. Clustering approach is used to
identify similarities between data points. Each data points within the same cluster are having greater similarity as
compare to the data points belongs to other cluster. Clustering of objects is as ancient as the human need for describing
the salient characteristics of men and objects and identifying them with a type. Therefore, it grasp various scientific
disciplines: from mathematics and statistics to biology and genetics, each of which uses different terms to describe
the topologies formed using this analysis. From biological ―taxonomies‖, to medical ―syndromes‖ and genetic
―genotypes‖ to manufacturing ―group technology‖— the problem is identical: forming categories of entities and
assigning individuals to the proper groups within it. Following are the various clustering algorithms used in healthcare.
III. DATA MINING FEATURES IN HEALTHCARE
As we know that a lot of healthcare data is generated and stored by various healthcare organizations.
But there are various challenges related to healthcare data which may play serious hurdles in the making proper
decisions. The first challenge with healthcare data is the format of data being stored is different in different
healthcare organizations. Till date there is no standard format is laid down for data being stored. In epidemic situations
this lack of standard format can make the epidemic situations even more worse. Suppose that an epidemic disease is
spread within a country at its different geographical regions. The country health ministry requires that all the
healthcare organizations must share their healthcare data with its centralized data warehouse for analysis in
order to take all the essential steps so that epidemic situation may get resolve. But since the formats of data is different.
Hence, the analysis of data may take longer time than usual. Due to this it may be possible that the situation may
become out of control. The healthcare data is very useful in order to extract the meaningful information from it for
improving the healthcare services for the patients. To do this quality of data is very important because we cannot extract
the meaningful information from that data which have no quality. Hence, the quality of data is another very important
challenge. The quality of data depends on various factors such as removal of noisy data, free from missing of data etc.
All the necessary steps must be taken in order to maintain the quality in healthcare data. Data sharing is another
major challenge. Neither patients nor healthcare organizations are interested in sharing of their private data. Due to
this the epidemic situations may get worse, planning to provide better treatments for a large population may not be
possible, and difficulty in the detection of fraud and abuse in healthcare insurance companies etc. Another challenge is
that in order to build the data warehouse where all the healthcare organizations within a country share their data is
very costly and time consuming process.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
For any algorithm its accuracy and performance is of greater importance. But due to presence of some
factors any algorithm can greatly lost the above mentioned property of accuracy and performance. Classification is
also belongs to such an algorithm. Classification algorithm is very sensitive to noisy data. If any noisy data is present
then it causes very serious problems regarding to the processing power of classification. It not only slows down
the task of classification algorithm but also degrades its performance. Hence, before applying classification
algorithm it must be necessary to remove all those attributes from datasets who later on acts as noisy attributes.
Feature selection methods play a very important role in order to select those attributes who improves the
performance of classification algorithm.
Clustering techniques are very useful especially in pattern recognitions. But they suffer from a problem on
choosing the appropriate algorithm because regarding datasets they do not have information. We can choose partitional
algorithm only when we know the number of clusters. Hierarchical clustering is used even when we do not know
about the number of clusters. Hierarchical clustering provides better performance when there is less datasets but as
soon as volume of datasets increases its performance degrades. To overcome this problem random sampling is very
beneficial.
In hierarchical clustering, if the data is too large to be presented in a dendrogram, the visualization
capability is very poor. One possible solution to this problem is to randomly sample the data so that users can
properly understand the overall grouping/similarity of the data using the dendrogram that is generated with the sampled
data. The main drawback to the use of hierarchical clustering algorithms is cubic time complexity. This complexity is
such that the algorithms are very much limited for very large data sets. As the result, the hierarchical algorithms are
much slower (in computational time) than partitional clustering algorithms. They also use a huge amount of system
memory to calculate distances between objects.
The privacy regarding to patient‘s confidential information is very important. Such type of privacy may be lost
during sharing of data in distributed healthcare environment. Necessary steps must be taken in order to provide proper
security so that their confidential information must not be accessed by any unauthorized organizations. But in
situations like epidemic, planning better healthcare services for a very large population etc. some confidential data may
be provided to the researchers and government organizations or any authorized organizations.
In order to achieve better accuracy in the prediction of diseases, improving survivability rate regarding
serious death related problems etc. various data mining techniques must be used in combination.
To achieve medical data of higher quality all the necessary steps must be taken in order to build the better
medical information systems which provides accurate information regarding to patients medical history rather than the
information regarding to their billing invoices. Because high quality healthcare data is useful for providing better
medical services only to the patients but also to the healthcare organizations or any other organizations who are involved
in healthcare industry.
Takes all necessary steps in order to minimize the semantic gap in data sharing between distributed
healthcare databases environment so that meaningful patterns can be obtained. These patterns can be very useful in order
to improve the treatment effectiveness services, to better detection of fraud and abuse, improved
customer
relationship management across the world.
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